


I sometimes wonder

if there is any one

just like me.



I wonder if there is

anyone else that looks

identical?



Is there someone who

has the same body

shape as me?



Is there any one else with a

personality just like mine, and

laughs like me?



Maybe we would

enjoy the same

things.



And have difficulty with the

same tasks.



I looked everywhere.



I looked closely.



I looked carefully at every face,

every body.



I thought I caught

sight of...

...no! It's still just

me!



There really is only

one me.



And you know it's true.

There's only one of you.



AUGH

Bookbot books are free, high quality decodable readers based on the order of

sounds introduced by the Bookbot Scope & Sequence.

We’re delighted to offer them to you to download and print at no cost. But it

would be great if you could link to our page www.bookbotkids.com/free-books

from your school’s website so others can enjoy our free books.

We believe in creating an extensive library of decodable readers to inspire and

bring confidence to children learning to read. You can find out about our mission

at www.bookbotkids.com.

Adapted from “Is There Anyone Like Me?”

by Fred Strydom and Jess

Jardim-Wedepohl. Licensed under

CC BY 4.0.

The text has been rewritten to cater to

readers at varying stages of their reading

proficiency, aiding in the development of

their reading skills. Illustrations have been

modified to comply with the specific

prerequisites set by the reading levels. This

adaptation has not received official

approval from the original author or

illustrator.

You are free to copy and redistribute the

material in any medium or format, provided

you adhere to the license terms stipulated

under CC BY 4.0.

Please provide appropriate attribution by

providing a link to Room to Read and

Bookbot.
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